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anna sica 
alison Wilson
the mUrraY eDWarDs 
DUse collection

Pages: 300
ISbn: 9788857512556
date: 2012
Price: $ 38.00, £ 23.00, € 28,00
ebook price: $ 9.99, £ 8.39, € 9,48 

the Murray edwards duse Collection is the best 
record of eleonora duse’s literary background. 
It puts before us three fundamental facts: first, 
her literary education began – or became active – 
around 1886; secondly, it assumed a nationalistic 
character in the early 1890s; thirdly, her intellec-
tual evolution influenced her acting. So advanced 
was her artistic and literary emancipation that she 
was considered one of the foremost Italian aesthetes. the discovery and reconstruction 
of the Collection change in many ways the reception of her acting and of her intellec-
tual profile, shedding new light on her art. The Murray Edwards Duse Collection includes 
several books that eleonora duse read, and they still reveal her comments. they are a 
kind of knowledge-map of the accomplished erudition she promulgated in her acting.  

anna sica, now anna de domenico Sica, is a lecturer in theatre at the university of Palermo. She is a 
scholar in history of theatre, in particular nineteenth century acting. She also specialises in Commedia 
dell’arte, contemporary Italian drama and north-american and russian theatre. She is the author of 
Uptown-Downtown New York Theatre from Tradition to Avantgarde (Milan, 2005); La regia tetrale di 
Arthur Penn (Palermo, 2000); Eros nell’arte: lo spettacolo delle maschere (Palermo, 1999). She has 
also published chapters in volumes on Italian Contemporary theatre ‘la drammaturgia degli emargi-
nati nella recente scena italiana’ (rome, 2007), and on russian theatre ‘ Chekhov’s Poetic and Social 
realism: Communication beyond Classification’ (Palermo, 2008). her essays have been published in 
new theatre Quarterly (Cambridge university Press), nineteenth Century theatre and Film (Manchester 
university Press), biblioteca teatrale (rome, bulzoni) among others. She is founder and director of the 
Studio teatro-new butoh drammatica laboratory. She teaches at the university of Palermo and the 
university of Pavia. 

alison Wilson from 1994 to 2010 was librarian of new hall, later Murray edwards College. She is a 
specialist in rare books and manuscripts. She has worked in Cambridge university library, the Parker 
library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and as a consultant for academic and public libraries 
across the South of england. She has published Recent Developments in Cambridge College Libraries 
(lIber Quarterly. vol.16, 2006); Furtherance of Academic Excellence: Documentation of New Library 
Buildings in Cambridge (goettingen, niedersaechsische Staats und universitätsbibliothek, 2006); Re-
thinking Berlin’s Academic Libraries (CIlIP update, 2008) among others.

bronislaW malinoWski
crime anD cUstom in savaGe societY

Pages: 150
ISbn: 9788857523965
date: 2014
Price: $15.00, £9.00, € 11,00

this book is one of the most important works of 
modern anthropology. Starting from his studies of 
the Melanesian society on the trobriand Islands of 
new guinea, Malinowski describes and examines 
the ways in which trobriand Islanders structure 
and maintain the social and economic order of their 
tribe. “the true problem”, Malinowski says, “is not 
to study how human life submits to rules; the real 
problem is how the rules become adapted to life.” 
Crime and Custom in Savage Society is a neces-
sary book to understand the articulate relationship 
between law and society.

bronislaw malinowski (1884-1942) was one of the most important anthropologists of the twentieth 
century. he was known for his ethnographic work in the trobriand Islands, which yielded material for 
such classic works as Argonauts of the Western Pacific, Sexual Life of Savages in Northwestern Mela-
nesia, Coral Gardens and Their Magic, and Crime and Custom in Savage Society.

aesthetics anthroPoloGY
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Walter FrieDrich otto
the homeric GoDs
the SPIrItual SIgnIFICanCe 
oF greek relIgIon

Pages: 204
ISbn: 9788857523996
date: 2014
Price: $ 20.00, £ 12.00, € 15,00

In many respects, this book is considered to be 
the best guide ever written on homeric religion. 
the analysis by W. F. otto, while being very care-
ful in terms of interpretation, denotes an open 
consonance of the author with the spirit – some-
times brutal and, for our mentality, immoral – of 
greek polytheism. a thrilling and amazing journey 
to the olympus.

Walter Friedrich otto born in 1874 in hechingen, was a great german philologist and historian of 
religions. he was professor of latin literature in basel and Frankfurt. he also taught at the university of 
königsberg. he obtained the chair of “greek literature” first in Monaco and then in göttingen, becoming, 
in 1946, professor emeritus at the university of tübingen. he died in tübingen in 1958.

nicoletta vallorani
milleniUm lonDon
oF other SPaCeS and the MetroPolIS

Pages: 122
ISbn: 9788857513393
date: 2012
Price: $ 16.00, £ 10.00, € 12,00
ebook Price: $ 5.63, £ 3.22, € 4,11

this study explores different visions of contempo-
rary london using the tools of cultural and literary 
studies and comparing works by Iain Sinclair and 
Will Self. both indebted to the tradition of psy-
chogeography, these two authors consider the 
act of walking as the best way to investigate the 
changes, evolutions and revisions of the city. For 
both london is basically an experience where the 
physical and topographical environment evokes 
the endless reservoir of films, novels, images, and cultural materials that finds in this 
city a fruitful source of inspiration. the book features individual chapters devoted to 
the analysis of great apes, Sorry Meniscus, london orbital, and the book of dave.

nicoletta vallorani is Professor of english literature and Cultural Studies at the university of 
Milan. her specializations include visual studies, gender studies and queer studies. She is the 
author of Utopia di mezzo. Strategie compositive in When the Sleeper Wakes, di H.G.Wells 
(1996), Gli occhi e la voce. J. Conrad, Heart of Darkness: dal romanzo allo schermo (2000), 
Geografie londinesi. Saggi sul romanzo inglese contemporaneo (2003), Orbitals. Materiali 
e Script di London Orbital (2009), and Anti/corpi (2012). She also coordinates the project 
docucity, on documentary filmmaking and urban geographies (www.docucity.unimi.it) and is a 
member of the editorial board of the online journal altre Modernità. her research has developed 
along a line of reflection that links literature to cinema and visual studies.

architectUre
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martino nicoletti
the snoWY snaP
the Story oF ChaturMan raI,
hIMalayan Folk-PhotograPher
and FIlM-Maker

Pages: 292
ISbn: 9788857526669
date: 2015
Price: $ 25.00, £ 16.40, € 22,00

In a remote village of eastern nepal, lacking 
electricity and any other facilities, Chaturman, a 
farmer belonging to the kulung rai ethnic group, 
has for many years cultivated an original passion: 
photography. Chaturman fell in love with this art 
in his youth, as a result of a fortuitous encounter 
with travelling photographers, enigmatic charac-
ters who, until recently, used to wander through 
the remotest villages of nepal working as “nomadic” professional portraitists. 
despite the acrobatic split needed between his work as a farmer, herdsman, porter and 
father of a family, Chaturman, wholly self-trained, developed his passion tenaciously, 
also thanks to his simple and rudimentary equipment: an old-fashioned plastic “Made-
in-China” camera and a few black-and-white films purchased and processed at a shop 
three days’ walk from his village. this work – created by the author over a timespan of 
about twenty years, thanks to a close personal friendship with Chaturman –, enriched 
by a wide selection of images, retraces the main steps in his multifaceted and highly 
experimental activity from the very beginning up to his later work as a documentary 
filmmaker.  through the life and artistic work of Chaturman, this book provides a 
glimpse of one of the most original and moving true stories from this distant and seduc-
tive corner of asia. 

martino nicoletti (Phd in anthropology; Phd in art), writer, multimedia artist and ethnologist 
has been engaged for over twenty years in visual anthropology and visual arts in southern and 
south-eastern asia. the author of numerous books on the religions of the himalayas, photo-
graphic, travel and literary volumes edited in different languages, for Mimesis International, he 
has recently published the book Kathmandu, Lessons of Darkness, a poetical and photographic 
portrayal of this abyssal himalayan metropolis.

cinema anD art as archive
ForM, MedIuM, MeMory
edIted by FranCeSCo FederICI
and CoSetta g. Saba

Pages: 268
ISbn: 9788857523552
date: 2014
Price: $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00
ebook Price: $ 9.99, £ 7.27, € 9,35

as Jacques derrida wrote in 1995, while consid-
ering archive Fever, nothing is less reliable or less 
clear today than the word “archive”. nevertheless, 
the historico-cultural dimension of the contempo-
rary discursive practices in cinema and art devel-
ops in the semantic openendedness of the term, 
in the repositioning of the idea of archive. the 
individual disciplines involved in one such field – 
history of cinema and art, theory of cinema and art, aesthetics, semiotics, philology, 
etc. – begin to open up to questioning the notion of archive even ‘in negative’: in other 
words what – after Michel Foucault – the “archive” is not, or does not seem to be. the 
“archive” is not the ‘library of libraries’ or ‘encyclopedia’, it is not ‘memory’, it is not 
museum, it is not a ‘database’. In recent years, the attention focused on such ideas has 
not so much highlighted the ‘impulses’, ‘turns’ and specific forms of art (“art archive”) 
as it has revealed in many ways how the “archive” concerns us in the interrelation of 
aesthetic, political, ethical and legal levels among various disciplinary fields. 

Francesco Federici studied Cinema and visual arts in Pisa, venezia and utrecht and is now 
a Ph.d candidate in audiovisual Studies at the university of udine, in collaboration with uni-
versité Sorbonne nouvelle – Paris 3. his research and his artistic practice are focused on the 
relationship between cinema, video art and spectatorship issues. on this topic he has recently 
edited Cinéma : immersivité, surface, exposition (2013, with Cosetta Saba).

cosetta G. saba is associate Professor of Film Studies at the university of udine, where she 
teaches Film analysis and audiovisual Practices in Media art. her research is focused on the re-
lations among experimental cinema, video art, media art and on the practises of documentation, 
restoration, dissemination and access to the audiovisual artworks. among her books: Preserving 
and Exhibiting Media Art: Challenges and Perspectives (2013, edited with Julia noordegraaf, 
vinzenz hediger, barbara le Maître) and Archivio Cinema Arte (2013).

art cinema / CIneMa and ConteMPorary art
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Paolo Gioli
the Man WIthout a MovIe CaMera
edIted by aleSSandro bordIna   
and antonIo SoMaInI

Pages: 90
ISbn: 9788857523576
date: 2014
Price: $ 14.00, £ 8.00, € 10,00
ebook Price: $ 8.31, £ 3.96, € 4,99

In a historical moment when cinema is defini-
tively abandoning analogue production and re-
ception modalities, the cinematographic work of 
Paolo gioli occupies an important and meaningful 
place in the academic and artistic debate related 
to the present and future position of cinema and 
media art in the digital era. For this reason, the 
Film Forum Festival decided to organize a one-day 
seminar in gorizia on 17th March 2013 in order to analyze and discuss the artistic 
production of this Italian artist. this book records and expands topics and reflections 
developed by international scholars and curators during that event. It also includes an 
original text by Paolo gioli about his cinema and his artistic production. 

alessandro bordina is a Postdoc research Fellow at the university of udine, where he teaches 
video restoration. among his publications: Oui, c’est du cinéma/Yes, It’s Cinema (2009, edited 
with Philippe dubois and lucia ramos Monteiro) and L’archivio / The archive (2011, edited 
with Sonia Campanini and andrea Mariani).

antonio somaini is Full Professor in Film, Media and visual Studies at the université Sor-
bonne nouvelle – Paris 3. among his publications: Ejzenštejn: Il cinema, le arti, il montaggio 
(2013), Estetica dei media e della comunicazione (2011, edited with roberto diodato), Teorie 
dell’immagine. Il dibattito contemporaneo (2009, edited with andrea Pinotti).

Porn aFter Porn
ConteMPorary alternatIve 
PornograPhIeS
edIted by enrICo bIaSIn, 
gIovanna MaIna and FederICo zeCCa 

Pages: 346
ISbn: 9788857523590
date: 2014
Price: $ 35.00, £ 20.50, € 26,00
ebook Price: $ 8.27, £ 5.39, € 6,99

after the “digital turn,” expansion of sexual repre-
sentations has taken shape quantitatively (thanks 
to the multiplication of production and distribution 
channels) and qualitatively (giving rise to a plural-
ity of new representational forms). In this context, 
several social groups – including women and non-
normative sexual subcultures – have obtained full 
citizenship rights within the “pornosphere,” moving beyond their traditional marginaliza-
tion or, indeed, exclusion. these “nonconventional” pornographies exist in a dialectical 
relationship with mainstream production in so far as they are at the same time a develop-
ment and a repudiation of the latter (on an aesthetic, economic and political level). 

With a foreword by Feona attwood. 

enrico biasin received a Phd in audiovisual Studies from the university of udine (Italy), where he 
also teaches research on Film archives. With Federico zecca and giovanna Maina, he coordinates 
the Porn Studies Section of the MagIS – International Film Studies Spring School. he is a member 
of the editorial board of the journal Porn Studies and the author of Oscenità di brand. L’industria 
culturale della pornografia audiovisiva contemporanea (2013).

Giovanna maina is a Senior research Fellow at the university of Sunderland (uk). She is a member 
of the editorial staff of Cinéma & Cie: International Film Studies Journal and joint editor for the Porn 
Forum section of the journal Porn Studies. She has co-edited I film in tasca. Videofonino, cinema 
e televisione (2009, with Maurizio ambrosini and elena Marcheschi) and Il porno espanso. Dal 
cinema ai nuovi media (2011, with enrico biasin and Federico zecca).

Federico zecca is a Postdoctoral research Fellow at the university of udine (Italy), where he 
teaches Film history. he is part of the editorial staff of the journals Cinéma & Cie: International Film 
Studies and Cinergie: Il cinema e le altre arti, and of the editorial board of the journal Porn Studies. 
among his books: Il cinema della convergenza. Industria, racconto, pubblico (2012, edited by) 
and Cinema e intermedialità. Modelli di traduzione (2013).

cinema / MaPPIng PornograPhIeS: hIStorIeS, geograPhIeS, CultureScinema / CIneMa and ConteMPorary art
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the archives
PoSt-CIneMa and vIdeo gaMe 
betWeen MeMory and the IMage 
oF the PreSent
edIted by FederICo gIordano 
and bernard Perron

Pages: 270
ISbn: 9788857523613
date: 2014
Price: $ 27.50, £ 16.00, € 20,00

the digital age has witnessed the development 
of a new kind of archive: immaterial, “living and 
moving,” largely user-generated, and conceived for 
managing a wide variety of audio-visual materials, 
besides traditional films and videos. the first part 
of this anthology investigates the ways in which 
media forms like web-documentaries, video 
art and digital art, web series, amateur productions, and also mobile films can be 
stored and preserved within the new digital repositories. the second part focuses on 
archival and preservation practices of the video game. this approach  understands 
the archive not simply as a “memory box,” but as a fully contemporary practice that 
locates new media objects in the present and acknowledges their changing cultural 
and social configurations. the democratic, often immaterial, living, mobile nature of 
contemporary archives forces us to question whether or not the traditional notion of 
“the archive” still has a heuristic value. or if it would be perhaps better to reject any 
“conventional” idea of archive and embrace  the notion of anarchive. 

Federico Giordano teaches cinema and new media at the university for Foreigners of Perugia. 
he is founder and editor of g|a|M|e – game as art, Media, entertainment. he is coordinator of 
the “Postcinema section” of udine Filmforum-Magis Film Studies Spring School. among his pub-
lications: Le parole di Tornatore (2007), Giro d’orizzonte. Cinema, spazi e paesaggi dal sud e 
oltre (2010), Filming the Game/Playing the Film, edited with P. Coppock and M. Rosi (2010), 
L’immagine videoludica. Gamification, cinema e videogioco, edited with A. Catolfi (2014).

bernard Perron is Full Professor of Cinema at the university of Montreal. among his pub-
lications there are: The Video Game Theory Reader 1 (2003, edited with Mark J.P. Wolf), 
The Video Game Theory Reader 2 (2009, edited with Mark J.P. Wolf), Horror Video Games: 
Essays on the Fusion of Fear and Play (2009, editor), The Routledge Companion to Video 
Games Studies (2014, edited with Mark J.P. Wolf). he is also the author of Silent Hill: The 
Terror Engine (2012).

arnolD hUGh martin jones 
elizabeth monroe
a historY oF abYssinia

Pages: 204
ISbn: 9788857523958
date: 2014
Price: $ 20.00, £ 12.00, € 15,00

this book presents a scrupulous and clear ac-
count of the history of abyssinia: from the earli-
est records of it to the events of 1935. the book 
describes the country, the people, but also the 
legendary origin of the kingdom. Much attention 
is devoted to the conversion, the dark age, the 
period of isolation, the collapse of the monar-
chy and the dispute with Italy. a precious book, 
adorned by photographs, maps and paintings. 

arnold hugh m. Jones was born in 1904, at birkenhead. he was a historian and a professor of 
ancient history at the university of Cairo, at university College of london and at the university 
of Cambridge. he passed away in 1970.

elizabeth monroe (1905-1986), historian of the modern Middle east, knew both Philby’s 
british and arab families. She was an emeritus fellow of St anthony’s College, oxford, and 
was awarded the CMg for her services to Middle eastern studies.

cinema / PoSt-CIneMa & dIgItal CultureS historY
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eve harris
john richarD harris
the oriental cUlts in roman britain

Pages: 158
ISbn: 9788857524009
date: 2014
Price: $ 14.00, £ 8.00, € 10,00

What are the reasons behind the contamination 
of oriental cults in roman britain? What circum-
stances led to this spiritual upheaval, the results of 
which contributed to the triumph of Christianity? 
this problem, which is fundamental to the his-
tory of religions and for the identification of the 
origins of Western civilization, is at the centre of 
this classic study by e. harris and J.r. harris. It 
is a work of immense value for its methodologi-
cal rigour and the subtlety with which it is able 
to reconstruct the articulations and the organic unity of a singularly complex and 
elusive phenomenon.

arnold hugh m. Jones was born in 1904, at birkenhead. he was a historian and a professor of 
ancient history at the university of Cairo, at university College of london and at the university 
of Cambridge. he passed away in 1970.

eve harris was a historian and archaeologist of ancient times. John richard harris was a his-
torian and archaeologist of ancient times. he was also, with Finley Moses, a great academic 
and exponent of greek and roman myths.

eDWarD james martin
a historY oF the iconoclastic 
controversY

Pages: 300
ISbn: 9788857523989
date: 2014
Price: $ 21.00, £ 12.50, € 16,00

this book reports the most famous dispute be-
tween the Church and the State over the presence 
of paintings, mosaics and statues in churches, in 
the period from 717 to 843. In no other book 
was the Iconoclastic Controversy described in a 
more detailed way. an essential volume not only 
for those who are interested in the religious dis-
course, but also for those who want to approach 
a very peculiar historical and artistic period. 

edward james martin was an historian of religions, especially in the Middle age. he was a 
full professor at Cambridge university.
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antonio Panaino
anDrea Piras
ProceeDinGs oF the 5th conFerence 
oF the societas iranoloGica eUroPaea
vol. I. anCIent & MIddle IranIan StudIeS

Pages: 660
ISbn: 9788884834652
date: 2003
Price: $ 70.00, £ 40.50, € 50,00

Proceedings of the 5th conference of the Societas 
Iranologica europaea held in ravenna, 6-11 oc-
tober 2003. 

antonio c. D. Panaino is Full Professor of Iranian Stud-
ies at the “alma Mater Studiorum - university of bolo-
gna” and he is presently dean of the “Faculty for the 
Preservation of the Cultural heritage” in ravenna where 
he promoted the institution of the “gershevitch library”.

andrea Piras is associate Professor of Philology and religious history of Iran at the university of 
bologna (Faculty of Conservation of Cultural heritage). his numerous publications focus mainly on 
the zoroastrian avesta and Manichaeism. he edited Schools of Oriental Studies and the Develop-
ment of Modern Historiography (with antonio Panaino, 2004), L’Europa oltre l’Europa: Crociate, 
missioni, colonie (2009) and is the author of the monograph Verba Lucis. Scrittura, immagine e 
libro nel manicheismo (2012).

inDo-iranica et orientalia

antonio Panaino
anDrea Piras
ProceeDinGs oF the 5th conFerence 
oF the societas iranoloGica eUroPaea
vol. II. ClaSSICal & ConteMPorary 
IranIan StudIeS

Pages: 650
ISbn: 9788884834645
date: 2003
Price: $ 70.00, £ 40.50, € 50,00

Proceedings of the 5th conference of the Societas 
Iranologica europaea held in ravenna, 6-11 oc-
tober 2003. 

antonio c. D. Panaino is Full Professor of Iranian Stud-
ies at the “alma Mater Studiorum - university of bolo-
gna” and he is presently dean of the “Faculty for the 
Preservation of the Cultural heritage” in ravenna where 
he promoted the institution of the “gershevitch library”.

andrea Piras is associate Professor of Philology and religious history of Iran at the university of 
bologna (Faculty of Conservation of Cultural heritage). his numerous publications focus mainly on 
the zoroastrian avesta and Manichaeism. he edited Schools of Oriental Studies and the Develop-
ment of Modern Historiography (with antonio Panaino, 2004), L’Europa oltre l’Europa: Crociate, 
missioni, colonie (2009) and is the author of the monograph Verba Lucis. Scrittura, immagine e 
libro nel manicheismo (2012).
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the scholarlY contribUtion 
oF ilYa Gershevitch 
to the DeveloPment 
oF iranian stUDies
edIted by antonIo PanaIno 

Paperback, 141 pages
ISbn: 9788884833143
date: 2006
Price: $ 24.50, £ 14.50, € 18,00

this volume contains the proceedings of the inter-
national seminar dedicated to the scholarly contri-
bution offered by dr. Ilya gershevitch (Cambridge 
university, england) to the development of Iranian 
Studies which was held in ravenna, 11th april 
2003, on the second anniversary of his sudden 
death. the variety and complexity of the subjects 
represented in this volume reflect his most signifi-
cant scientific interests and the wide and extraordinary competence of this great protago-
nist of ancient, Middle and Modern Iranian studies. the range of the present contributions 
involves, in fact, the following areas of research: avestan literature and zoroastrian religion 
(Prof. a. Panaino, “alma Mater Studiorum - university of bologna”; Prof. M. Schwartz, 
“berkeley university”; Mr. F. vajifdar, london), old Persian (Prof. a. v. rossi, university of 
naples “l’orientale”), eastern Middle Iranian languages like Sogdian and bactrian (Prof. 
n. Sims-Williams, “SoaS”, london; dr. e. Morano, university of rome “la Sapienza”), 
Manicheism (Prof. W. Sundermann, “turfanforschung” and “Freie universität - berlin”), 
modern West Iranian dialects (Prof. e. Filippone, “università della tuscia”), and ossetic 
(dr. P. ognibene, “alma Mater Studiorum - university of bologna”).

antonio c. D. Panaino is Full Professor of Iranian Studies at the “alma Mater Studiorum - uni-
versity of bologna” and he is presently dean of the “Faculty for the Preservation of the Cultural 
heritage” in ravenna, where he promoted the institution of the “gershevitch library”.

bert G. FraGner
selecteD WritinGs
edIted by velIzar SadovSkI; 
antonIo PanaIno, WIth the edItorIal 
Co-oPeratIon oF Sara CIrCaSSIa 
and bettIna hoFleItner

Pages: 784
ISbn: 9788857500997
date: 2014
Price: $ 95.50, £ 57.00, € 70,00

the present volume contains a selection of the 
scholarly work of one of europe’s most promi-
nent representatives of modern, transdisciplinary 
oriental studies: bert georg Fragner. his amaz-
ing work in the fields of Iranian, Central asian 
and Islamic Studies, as well as Social and Cul-
tural anthropology, is well known far beyond the 
specific circles of academia. his achievements in these disciplines have led him to 
reach institutional functions: Professor at the universities of berlin and bamberg, 
germany, President of the Societas Iranologica europaea, First President of the ger-
man oriental Society, Full Member of the austrian academy of Sciences, and, in 
recent years, founder and director of the Institute of Iranian Studies. 

antonio c. D. Panaino is Full Professor of Iranian Studies at the “alma Mater Studiorum - uni-
versity of bologna” and he is presently dean of the “Faculty for the Preservation of the Cultural 
heritage” in ravenna where he promoted the institution of the “gershevitch library”.

velizar sadovski, born in 1972, has been working at the austrian academy of Sciences since 
1997 and at the Institute of Iranian Studies since its foundation in 2003. his main fields of 
research are old Iranian Philology, Indo-Iranian linguistics and Indo-european Studies. he has 
been visiting Professor of Iranian Philology in many Italian universities since 2005. he has 
given lectures on historical and Comparative linguistics in athens, berlin, bonn, Copenhagen, 
krakow, delhi, dushanbe, erlangen/ nuremberg, Freiburg, graz, halle, Jena, kyoto, leiden, 
london, Milan, Munich, naples, Paris, rome, San Marino, Salzburg, Sofia, vienna and many 
other international universities.

inDo-iranica et orientalia / PurPurea
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YaGhnobi stUDies i
PaPerS FroM the ItalIan 
MISSIonS In taJIkIStan 
edIted by antonIo PanaIno,  
andrea garIboldI and Paolo ognIbene 

Pages: 210
ISbn: 9788857521824
date: 2014
Price: $ 35.00, £ 20.50, € 26,00

the present volume collects some contributions 
about the yaghnob valley inspired by or directly 
developed in the framework of the various scientific 
missions of the university of bologna in tajikistan 
(2007-2012). the articles here collected follow, 
as far as it is possible, a chronological order, 
starting with the studies concerning the history of 
the yaghnobis considered in the framework of the 
upper zarafsan region, beginning from the Sogdian period to the early Islamic age, 
up to those essays focusing on ethno-linguistics and related political aspects. thus, 
old questions have to face new problems and social needs, in a very delicate and 
politically complex area, which now is experiencing a deep economic crisis, but that 
holds important energetic and mining resources. both researches here presented deserve 
great attention: the one aiming to clarify which were the political and economic role of 
the yaghnob valley during the Sogdian period; and the other that tries to explain the 
peculiar use and development of the yaghnobi language, in the light of the socio-cultural 
politics of the republic of tajikistan. From different point of views, the problem of the 
yaghnobi’s isolation and uniqueness have been discussed in depth: the results seem to 
be very innovative. also particular historical cases, such as the terrible anzob plague 
(1898), have been analysed as a case-study in order to better understand the Czarist 
policy towards minorities in Central asia, a relevant theme in Soviet and post-Soviet 
time, too. the strong humanitarian profile of these missions is well represented by some 
pharmacological and medical contributions. Finally, useful and detailed maps of the 
yaghnob valley, created with gIS technology, were included at the end of the volume.
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salvo De meis
heliacal Phenomena
an aStronoMICal IntroduCtIon 
For huManIStS

Pages: 253
ISbn: 9788857516349
date: 2013
Price: $ 35.00, £ 20.50, € 26,00

Heliacal Phenomena is a parallel to the au-
thor’s eclipses, which is another astronomical 
introduction for humanists. the aim is that of 
providing humanists with a general overview on 
the importance of heliacal phenomena from the 
standpoints of history, literature, astronomy. the 
book is an invitation for students and scholars to 
consider this subject, as it has been incredibly 
useful to science, agriculture and people in sev-
eral ways. the book covers documents dating back to the ancient texts from baby-
lon, China, greece, rome or the academies and Scientists, up until the present time. 
that is, from the epochs in which stars were gods, to the modern applications of high 
speed astronomical photometry. Heliacal Phenomena is useful as a compendium of 
information, from which to develop further studies. 

salvo De meis is a well-known scholar in the field of celestial mechanics and historical as-
tronomy. he is the author of many articles and books, among which Eclipses, Astronomical 
Amusements (papers in honor of J. Meeus, edited with F. bònoli and a. Panaino), Babylonian 
Eclipse Observations (with P.J. huber) and the yearly Almanacco astronomico e nautico (with 
J. Meeus, now discontinued) which guided so many generations of astronomers and amateurs 
in the ever-changing spectacle of the sky. the International astronomical union named the 
asteroid 5589 de Meis after him.
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nation anD/or homelanD
IdentIty In 19th-Century MuSIC 
and lIterature betWeen Central 
and MedIterranean euroPe
edIted by Ivano CavallInI

Pages: 122
ISbn: 9788857512433
date: 2012
Price: $ 19.00, £ 11.00, € 14,00

the aim of this book is to focus on the develop-
ment of national consciousness elaborated around 
a series of different case studies, in which the 
terms nation, homeland and people have been 
applied. this romantic lexicon identifies similar 
conceptions of the national idea in some countries 
dominated by Italian, german and Slavic cultures, 
and in some groups or minorities such as the Jews 
and the vlachs in Central and Mediterranean europe. In order to clarify the cultural 
framework, the authors explore the construction of identity through folk tunes, poetry 
inspired by popular culture, and opera in which the national myths or heroes appear. 
In the self-making tradition, the national traits are sustained by the process of embodi-
ment of any regional utterance, and also by the elimination of the ‘other’, in particular 
the minorities. the symbols of the nation, as an achievement of the power that flour-
ishes from the sense of belonging, are defined per differentiam. 

ivano cavallini (editor) is associate Professor of Musicology at the university of Palermo. he is a 
member of the international advisory board of the journals recercare (rome), arti Musices (za-
greb), de Musica disserenda (ljubljana). his other research is focused on the connection between 
Italian music and Slav cultures of central europe; his other areas of study are music historiography 
and music criticism. he has recently published the books: Istarske glazbene teme i portreti od 16. 
do 19. stoljeća (themes and Portraits of Music in Istria from the 16th to the 19th Centuries, Pula 
2007) and Quattro diagnosi sul ‘Florario’ di Francesco Buti (Parma 2009).

mUsic

the Darkness oF this time
ethICS, PolItICS, and relIgIon 
In WIttgenSteIn
edIted by luIgI PerISSInotto

Pages: 188
ISbn: 9788857520704
date: 2013
Price: $ 21.00, £ 12.50, € 16,00
ebook Price: $ 8.25, £ 5.00, € 6,03

the present book is a collection of 9 essays, 
emerging from a long and intense research 
collaboration amongst scholars coming from 
different backgrounds and traditions. as the 
book subtitle suggests, these essays focus on 
the ethical, religious, and political aspects or 
dimensions of Wittgenstein’s thought on the one 
hand, they are illustrated and investigated with 
reference to their complex interaction with Wittgenstein’s philosophical method 
and his conception of philosophy; on the other, in relation with his conception of 
language and human agency.

luigi Perissinotto teaches Philosophy of language at university Ca’ Foscari of venice. he has pub-
lished widely on Wittgenstein and on philosophical hermeneutics. his publications include Le vie 
dell’interpretazione nella filosofia contemporanea (2002) and Wittgenstein. Una guida (2008); 
he is the co-editor of Wittgenstein and Plato. Connections, Comparisons and Contrasts (2013).
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GianFranco marrone
the invention oF the text

Pages: 158
ISbn: 9788857523910
date: 2014
Price: $ 21.00, £ 12.50, € 16,00
ebook Price: $ 8.50, £ 4.82, € 6,16

the notion of text is perhaps the most used and 
discussed within social and human sciences. nev-
ertheless, it is surprisingly one of the worst de-
fined. Philology and linguistics, literary Criticism 
and aesthetics, Philosophy of language, herme-
neutics, ethnology, Psychoanalysis, Sociology, Se-
miotics: all these disciplines refer in various ways 
to the “text”, to make of it the basic object of their 
analysis or to measure the distance they keep 
from it. So what does “text” mean? What geneal-
ogy does this concept have? Why is there “no salvation outside the text”? this book 
shows why the text should be the formal model to explain all human, social, cultural 
and historic phenomena and, as a consequence, the product of a double invention: first 
as a sociocultural configuration, secondly as an analytical reconstruction.

Gianfranco marrone is a full time Professor of Semiotics in the department of Cultural Studies and 
Communication at the university of Palermo, Italy. he has also lectured in many other universi-
ties, and teaches Semiotics of Food at the university of Pollenzo. his publications mainly concern 
the field of socio-semiotics applied to cities, journalism, space, politics, advertisement, fashion, 
tv and so on. his main books are: Figure di città (2013), Stupidità (2102), Addio alla Natura 
(2011), Introduzione alla semiotica del testo (2011).

PhilosoPhY

Daniela taGliaFico
Pretense
a relatIvISt aCCount

Pages: 190
ISbn: 9788857508023
date: 2013
Price: $ 21.00, £ 12.50, € 16,00
ebook Price: $ 7.99, £ 5.99, € 6,32

Pretending is a puzzling activity. Why should we 
waste our time building up representations of an 
imaginary world when it would be better to ac-
quire more information about the real one? en-
gaging in games of make believe, however, also 
means to be faced with new, possible situations, 
and thus to anticipate what could happen if some-
thing were the case, how we or other people could 
react, what decisions we should make, etc. In a 
word, pretense plays are a kind of gym, a space where children engage in with unusual 
situations, in order to be ready to face whatever life could present them with. this 
book aims to offer an account of the architecture of the mind that is required in order 
to engage in and understand pretense, paying special attention to the nature of our 
imaginings, their power to motivate our actions, and the kinds of metarepresentational 
abilities that are required in order to keep our imaginary representations distinct from 
the representations of reality. If pretense is a uniquely human ability, understanding it 
means knowing what it is that makes us so peculiar.

Daniela tagliafico (http://labont.it/people/daniela-tagliafico) has a Phd in philosophy of lan-
guage and is a member of the laboratory for ontology at the university of turin. She has pub-
lished articles in ontology, philosophy of mind, language, and aesthetics.
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GiUliano torrenGo 
time anD cross-temPoral relations

Pages: 216
ISbn: 9788857523903
date: 2014
Price: $ 15.00, £ 9.00, € 11,00
ebook Price: $ 8.31, £ 3.96, € 4,99

according to both ordinary and scientific thought, 
two objects can enter into relation not only simul-
tanously, but also at different times, namely 
cross-temporally. For instance, we understand 
comparisons between entities as they are at differ-
ent times, such as when we say that John is now 
taller than Michael was three years ago; caus-
ally related events are often not simultaneous, 
and objects of perceptions and perceivers usually 
have different temporal locations (we see ordinary 
things as they were a few milliseconds ago, we see the sun as it was eight minutes 
ago, and so on). however, many philosophers consider cross-temporality deceptive. 
relations, according to the “standard view”, can hold only between things existing in 
the same time. In this book torrengo defends the opposite view, according to which 
relations can be cross-temporally instantited and thus cross-temporal talk must be 
taken seriously. the theory is based on the idea that persisting in time is tantamount 
to possessing temporal parts at different times, and its central tenet is that persisting 
entities (objects and events alike) are cross-temporally related by having distinct tem-
poral parts entering into relations.

Giuliano torrengo is assistant Professor in Philosophy of language (university of Milan). he is a 
member of labont – laboratory for ontology, university of turin. he has published articles and 
edited volumes on metaphysics and philosophy of language. his latest books include I Viaggi nel 
Tempo. Una Guida Filosofica (2011).

leonarDo caFFo
onlY For them
a ManIFeSto For anIMalIty 
through PhIloSoPhy and PolItICS
ForeWord by MelanIe Joy
aFterWord by MattheW CalarCo

Pages: 114
ISbn: 9788857524184
date: 2014
Price: $ 19.00, £ 11.00, € 14,00
ebook Price: $ 6.24, £ 4.68, € 5,25

year after year, day after day, minute after 
minute, billions of non-human animals are 
slaughtered for several purposes and aims 
(food, clothing, entertainment, research). an 
analogous situation whose objects were hu-
mans instead of animals would obviously never 
be accepted. but why do we tolerate and even justify one practice while deploring 
the other? the answer is far from banal: this book is an attempt at finding it beyond 
the everyday life, through politics and philosophy.

leonardo caffo (university of turin) is a member of the research centre labont and fellow of the 
oxford Centre for animal ethics. he is the director of the journal “animot: l’altra filosofia” and 
one of the most prominent figures in Italian philosophical antispeciesism. he is the author of the 
manifesto Il maiale non fa la rivoluzione (2013), Così parlò il postumano (2014, with roberto 
Marchesini), La possibilità di cambiare (2012) and Margini dell’umanità (2014). together with 
Maurizio Ferraris he edited Filosofia Globalizzata (2013).
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QUentin meillassoUx 
time WithoUt becominG
edIted by anna longo

Pages: 50
ISbn: 9788857523866
date: 2014
Price: $ 8.00, £ 5.00, € 6,00
ebook Price: $ 3.70, £ 2.36, € 2,99

Time without Becoming is the text of a lecture 
Quentin Meillassoux gave at the Middlesex uni-
versity in May 2008. he makes a summary of 
the arguments he employed in After Finitude to 
overcome correlationism from the inside and to 
dismiss philosophies of becoming, such as ab-
solute idealism and vitalism. In particular, he 
explains the specificity of his “speculative mate-
rialism” by supporting the thesis of the reciprocal 
exteriority of matter and mind. In her contribution, anna longo challenges this per-
spective taking into account the issue of the genesis of the transcendental in gilles 
deleuze’s philosophy.

Quentin meillassoux is a French philosopher. he teaches at université Paris 1 – Panthéon Sor-
bonne. his influential After Finitude provoked the anticorrelationist awareness which character-
izes the realist turn in contemporary philosophy.

anna longo holds a Phd in aesthetics from université Paris 1 – Panthéon Sorbonne. She is the 
co-editor of Breaking the spell, an anthology on speculative realism and its legacy.

silvano ziPoli caiani 
minDsets
ConCeIvIng CognItIon In nature

Pages: 288
ISbn: 9788857527123
date: 2014
Price: $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

What is cognition? What is its place in nature? 
For about 60 years philosophers and scientists 
have been engaged in giving a naturalistic dress 
to the cognitive sciences, arguing over the status 
of mental representations and computational 
processes. however, despite its great deal of 
success, the representational story is not the only 
game in town. over the last decades, indeed, the 
idea that cognition should be described in terms of 
body-environment dynamics, rather than in terms 
of representations and computations, has gained an increasing consensus challenging 
a number of metaphysical and epistemological clichés. this book explains why and 
how we should find a place for cognition in nature. It offers a conceptual analysis 
of many subjects spanning philosophy of mind, philosophy of language and general 
epistemology, providing a comprehensive framework to understand one of the most 
exciting philosophical issues today.

silvano zipoli caiani is postdoc research fellow at the department of philosophy of the univer-
sity of Milan. he has published articles on the philosophy of cognitive sciences, with a focus on 
the relation between action and perception. 
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concePts oF morPholoGY
edIted by olaF breIdbaCh 
and FederICo verCellone

Pages: 70
ISbn: 9788884838407
date: 2008
Price: $ 8.00, £ 5.00, € 6,00

Morphology is the general theory of form and for-
mation, which can be seen as the innovative and 
fruitful point of intersection of the scientific and the 
humanistic cultures. the three papers presented 
in the book by olaf breidbach, Pietro Corvaja and 
angelo vianello respectively illustrate different fea-
tures of morphology from the epistemic viewpoints 
of history of science, mathematics and biology. the 
texts were produced in the context of the second 
meeting of the “Centro Interdipartimentale di Mor-
fologia F. Moiso”, which took place in udine on 14 december 2007.

olaf breidbach is a philosopher, historian of science, biologist and neurobiologist, as 
well as the director of the Institute for the history of natural Sciences ‘ernst-haeckel-
haus’ of the university of Jena in germany. he is the author of numerous essays and 
books, such as Visions of Nature: The Art and Science of Ernst Haeckel (2006).

Federico vercellone is Professor of aesthetics at the Faculty of Foreign languages and 
literatures at the university of turin. among his publications, translated into several 
languages, there are Introduzione a Il nichilismo (2009); Pensare per immagini (with 
o. breidbach, 2010); Storia dell’estetica moderna e contemporanea (with a. berti-
netto and g. garelli 2003) and Lineamenti di storia dell’estetica (2008).

leonarDo vittorio arena
on nUDitY 
an introDUction to nonsense

Pages: 288
ISbn: 9788857529226
date: 2014
Price: $ 8.00, £ 5.00, € 6,90

What remains of philosophy, once that theories 
and opinions have been deleted? Perhaps there 
is only nudity, which is to be fathomed by the 
adequate tools, such as, dream and insight. In this 
book the speculative philosophy of the author is 
expounded, where he tries to incorporate nihilism 
in a fresh positive view.

leonardo vittorio arena teaches history of Contempo-
rary Philosophy and Philosophies of the Far east at the 
university of urbino (Italy). he has written many books 
with the principal Italian publishers, such as, Mondadori, rizzoli, Castelvecchi, edizioni Mediter-
ranee, Franco angeli, and Piemme. his philosophy is also introduced in his e-books Nonsense as 
the Meaning, and Note ai margini del nulla. orientalist and musician, he plays the synthesizer 
and the Ipad. his books published by Mimesis are: La durata infinita del non suono (on John 
Cage), and a trilogy on the distinct philosophies of david Sylvian, brian eno, and robert Wyatt.
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breakinG the sPell
ConteMPorary realISM
under dISCuSSIon
edIted by Sarah de SanCtIS 
and anna longo

Pages: 254
ISbn: 9788857526591
date: 2015
Price: $ 8.00, £ 5.00, € 6,00

It seems that the time has come for philosophy 
to break the spell of correlationism. but how? 
the present book gathers essays by philosophers 
and younger scholars sharing an interest in the 
recent speculative turn and contemporary forms 
of realism. they discuss possible strategies to 
access a subject-independent reality, proposing 
original insights and alternative solutions. the 
contributors include erik bordeleau, gabriel Catren, Fabio gironi, Paul ennis, liam 
Sprod, luca taddio, Sjoerd van tuinen & Matthijs kouw, ben Woodard, andrea zhok. 
the book also features interviews with lee braver, Maurizio Ferraris, tristan garcia and 
graham harman.

sarah De sanctis manages the international branch of the research centre labont at the uni-
versity of turin, where she also works as an academic translator specializing in philosophy. She 
has translated several books, including Maurizio Ferraris’ Introduction to New Realism (blooms-
bury, with an introduction by Iain hamilton grant), to which she also co-wrote the afterword. 
together with graham harman, she is the editor of the forthcoming issue of Methode: Analytic 
Perspectives, dedicated to the realist turn. She lives in london and collaborates with several 
literary agencies.
   
anna longo has a Phd in aesthetics from Paris 1 – Panthéon Sorbonne university and Sum (Ital-
ian Institute for humanities). She has already edited two books for Mimesis: Becoming of Knowl-
edge with roberto Masiero, and Time without Becoming with Quentin Meillassoux. her current 
research focuses on speculative realism. She lives and works in Paris.

Genevieve vaUGhan 
the GiFt in the heart  
oF lanGUaGe
the Maternal SourCe oF MeanIng

Pages: 468
ISbn: 9788869770128
date: 2015
Price: $ 30.00, £ 20.00, € 28,00

genevieve vaughan offers a paradigm-shifting 
view of the structure of material and verbal com-
munication, based on mother-child experience 
and confirmed by recent research in infant psy-
chology. this view justifies a relational epistemol-
ogy that informs the material gift economy as well 
as the structure of language itself. Provisioning 
economies give value to the receivers, and the 
circulation of gifts consolidates community. un-
derstanding language as verbal gifting unites other orientations with reason to liberate 
us from biopathic patriarchal conceptions of humanity. Sketched against this back-
ground, vaughan introduces a conception of monetized exchange as a gift-denying and 
expropriating psychological mechanism, which is an unintended collective by product 
of verbal communication. this view stands as a warning against visions of the future 
in which the institutions of money and the market can be “fixed” to be more caring, 
and sanitized business as usual can halt the destruction of Mother earth. rather a gift 
economy, which takes as its model the mother-child interaction, the gifting in language 
and the gifting in mother-centered societies provides hope for a positive future.

Genevieve vaughan (1939) is an independent researcher who has been working on the gift hy-
pothesis for almost half a century. She created the all-woman activist Foundation for a Compas-
sionate Society (1987-2005) and the network: International Feminists for a gift economy (2001 
– ongoing). her books are For-Giving, a Feminist Criticism of Exchange (1997) and Homo Donans 
(2006). She has edited two anthologies. She is the mother of three daughters. 
See www.gift-economy.com. 
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Urbino research team 
on international relations 
anD hUman DeveloPment
aFter the Yemeni sPrinG
a Survey on the tranSItIon
edIted by anna MarIa MedICI

Pages: 238
ISbn: 9788857514376
date: 2013
Price: $ 33.00, £ 19.50, € 24,00
ebook Price: $ 9.99, £ 7.27, € 9,35

yemen has been a key-actor in the War on terror 
throughout the 2000s. It is a complex country, 
too often trivialized by statistics focusing on its 
inconvenient position as the youngest and poorest 
country in the arab world. Working on the most 
updated economic, social, political, and strategic 
data, the authors bring to the attention the new scenarios after Saleh’s era, in which 
yemenis are called to rebuild their country and outline a new national pact for the fu-
ture. the results of this research (supported by the Italian Ministry of Foreign affairs) 
give also a chance to overcome political stereotypes in arab countries. the panoramic 
view on yemen displayed in this book helps the reader access the core issues that 
the current dialogue on reforms will unavoidably deal with, as well as the knowledge 
concerning the new political phase and the role of yemen’s partners, including Italy.

anna maria medici teaches history of the arab Countries, university of urbino, Italy.

Urt-irDh the urbino research team on International relations and human development is 
an integrated research team of the university of urbino “Carlo bo”. It promotes interdisciplinary 
and interdepartmental communications on subjects concerning international relations and hu-
man development.

Politics

kUrt koFFka
PrinciPles oF Gestalt PsYcholoGY

Pages: 743
ISbn: 9788857523934
date: 2014
Price: $ 50.00, £ 30.00, € 38,00

In this book, kurt koffka reformulates the basic 
question of perception. In the past it had often 
been assumed that there was really no need to 
explain the features of veridical perception. here 
koffka rejects this approach: regardless of the 
veridicality of perception, the researcher must 
always ask the question, “Why do things look as 
they do?” the book details the phenomenologi-
cal and holistic approach to this question which 
the gestalt movement embraced, while also re-
viewing the extensive research which had been 
conducted up to that time in support of the gestalt orientation.

kurt koffka was one of the most important gestalt psychologists. born in 1886, he received 
his Phd from the university of berlin in 1909 and became an assistant at Frankfurt university. 
In 1911, he moved to the university of giessen, where he taught until 1927. While there, he 
wrote Growth of the Mind: An Introduction to Child Psychology (1921). In 1927, he left for 
the u.S. to teach at Smith College. he published Principles of Gestalt Psychology in 1935. 
he died in 1941.
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QUeer crossinGs
theorIeS, bodIeS, teXtS
edIted by SIlvIa antoSa

Pages: 195
ISbn: 9788857509396
date: 2012
Price: $ 21.00, £ 12.50, € 16,00
ebook Price: $ 7.99, £ 5.99, € 6,32 

the past decade has witnessed a proliferation of 
writings on queer theories and practices. drawing  
together established and emerging scholars in the 
field, this volume offers a broad, transdisciplinary 
and international approach to queer studies. In 
the light of recent critical perspectives, it proposes 
a number of theoretical developments concern-
ing three key thematic fields: theories, bodies and 
texts. the first section of the volume considers the 
embodied, sexed and gendered self and its problematic relation with queer theories, 
animal studies as well as with the representation of non-human and intersex identities. 
the second section explores a variety of modes of representation, and/or misrepresen-
tation, of queer embodied subjectivities, ranging from literature to media and perfor-
mance. In analysing a variety of classic and contemporary texts, the contributors call 
into question and reconceptualise key issues such as queer subjectivity, homophobia, 
gender performativity, masquerade and cross-dressing.

silvia antosa teaches english literature at the university of Palermo. She is the author of Cross-
ing Boundaries: Bodily Paradigms in Jeanette Winterson’s Fiction 1985-2000 (aracne, 2008), 
and the editor of the interdisciplinary volumes Omosapiens II: Spazi e identità queer (Carocci, 
2007) and Gender and Sexuality: Rights, Language and Performativity (aracne, 2012). She is 
currently working on an analysis of late-victorian representations of gender and sexuality, with 
particular reference to richard Francis burton’s travel writings and translations.

socioloGY

alessanDra Di maio
Wor(l)Ds in ProGress
a Study oF ConteMPorary 
MIgrant WrItIngS

Pages: 154
ISbn: 9788884837783
date: 2010
Price: $ 19.00, £ 11.00, € 14,00
ebook Price: $ 6.99, £ 4.79, € 5,26

In the contemporary world, the figure of the mi-
grant, moving across spaces, cultures and lan-
guages, has acquired unprecedented centrality. 
Migrants have transformed the ways of represent-
ing and narrating the transnational world in which 
they live, responding in new fashions to one of the 
oldest impulses of men and women of every place 
and time: the impulse to tell stories. by engaging 
with the notions of diaspora, postcoloniality, nomadism, translation, and exile, di Maio 
moves across the anglophone and Italophone spectra offering a compelling definition 
of migrant literature at the turn of the millennium.

alessandra Di maio teaches at the university of Palermo and is currently visiting Profes-
sor at the university of California in los angeles. her areas of specialization include migra-
tory, postcolonial, diasporic and black studies, with a particular attention to the formation 
of national and transnational cultural identities. among her publications there are Tutuola  
at the University. The Italian Voice of a Yoruba Ancestor (bulzoni 2000), the collection An 
African Renaissance (eurografica 2006), the translations and critical editions of nuruddin 
Farah’s Rifugiati (Meltemi 2003, original title: Yesterday, Tomorrow) and Wole Soyinka’s Sul 
far del giorno (Frassinelli 2007, original title: You Must Set Forth at Dawn).
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oUt oF series

kerstin berGman
sWeDish crime Fiction
the MakIng oF nordIC noIr

Pages: 194
ISbn: 9788857519838
date: 2014
Price: $ 19.00, £ 11.00, € 14,00
ebook Price: $ 7.49, £ 5.34, € 5,80

Why have authors from the safe, social welfare 
state Sweden captivated the minds of crime fic-
tion readers across the globe? kerstin bergman 
suggests that killer marketing and a widespread 
curiosity about the “exotic” nordic welfare states, 
their desolate landscapes and alleged gender 
equality have propelled these authors and nov-
els into the international spotlight. bergman uses 
this innovative angle to retell the recent history 
of crime fiction in Sweden, exploring central themes and selecting key authors that 
have garnered national and international acclaim for their lethal plots. Swedish Crime 
Fiction: The Making of Nordic Noir contextualizes the explosive recent history of the 
genre, offering newcomers and aficionados insights into the minds of protagonist and 
their literary creators. this is the first research-based and exhaustive presentation of 
Swedish crime fiction and its nordic “neighbours” to an international audience.

kerstin bergman is a crime fiction scholar and an affiliate associate Professor of Comparative 
literature at lund university, Sweden. She is a member of the Swedish Crime Fiction academy, 
and an established crime fiction critic since the mid-1990s. She is the author of the crime fic-
tion textbook Kriminallitteratur: Utveckling, genrer, perspektiv (Crime Fiction: Developments, 
Genres, Perspectives, 2011, with S. kärrholm) and of numerous scholarly articles (in english 
and Swedish) on Swedish and international crime fiction.

Gabriele tinti
all over

Pages: 74
ISbn: 9788857519951
date: 2013
Price: $ 8.00, £ 5.00, € 6,00
ebook Price: $ 4.00, £ 3.00, € 3,15

All over is a collection of epic songs, of epinician 
odes for our day. the heroes praised are boxers, 
men the author identifies as the last able to truly 
astound, to induce awe. these epinician odes on 
Pindaric models are transformed in the making. 
What they sing about is not victory but defeat. 
the hero, the boxer, is deprived of the possibility 
to attain true “victory” through the gods’ obliging 
and favorable presence — a limitation that never 
pertained in antiquity. this is a fragile hero. an 
all-too human human. he is a “simple” boxer. nothing but a man. the epinician odes, 
therefore, end up being direct, and matter-of-fact, in their style and content. they wind 
up as epigraphs, tragedies in verse form that narrate the real exploits of workday he-
roes, even if the resulting events are exceptional, moving us to weep, and to feel great 
admiration and compassion.

Gabriele tinti is the author of New York Shots (allemandi&C. 2011), The way of the cross 
(allemandi&C. 2011) – both collaborations with emmy and golden globe-winning actor/director 
Michael Imperioli – Ring: the means of illusion (revolver, 2012) and of A man (danilo Mon-
tanari editore, 2013, a collaboration with legendary actor and painter burt young). his books 
have been presented in Museums such as the Queens Museum of art in nyC, the triennale in 
Milan, MaCro – Museum of Contemporary art in rome and the boston Center for the arts in 
boston. his books have been acquired and can be viewed at some of the major museums of 
contemporary art in the world.
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Francesco correGGia, Pietro Finelli 
PaintinG
the InFInIte body

Pages: 102
ISbn: 9788857524023
date: 2014
Price: $ 16.00, £ 10.00, € 12,00

this book aims to investigate the perspective 
of painting in the current context, choosing a 
philosophical approach that carefully delineates 
mechanisms and capabilities in relation to the 
history of painting, to its contemporaneity and 
difference, also in relation to other media, trying 
to grasp those aspects related to its continuous 
questioning, as a dialectic body constantly evolv-
ing / repeating. this book is the first in Italy not 
to follow a historical path, but to present a sur-
vey of contemporary painting. Main figures from the international scene have joined 
this project: thierry de Cordier, Peter doig, Marc desgrandchamps, Jonathan Meese, 
neo rauch, luc tuymans, norbert Witzgall, and from Italy, in addition to the book’s 
curators, Flavio de Marco, barbara nahmad, Marco Pellizzola.

Francesco correggia is an artist, editor and theorist. he lives and works in Milan.

Pietro Finelli is an artist, editor and theorist. he lives and works in Milan.

marGherita Ganeri
italian america
ePoS and StorytellIng 
In helen barolInI

Pages: 102
ISbn: 9788857526584
date: 2015
Price: $ 11.00, £ 7.00, € 9,00

this book offers to the reader a tool to address the 
still largely uncharted territory of contemporary 
literature of migration. In addition to presenting 
and commenting on the production of the prolific 
writer helen barolini, the author Margherita 
ganeri has a further ambition: to investigate the 
question that runs through the debate on the 
relationship between literary writing and socio-
cultural groups, namely the possibility to define 
literature, and in particular Italian american literature, on the basis of ethnicity. the 
book includes a preface by Melania g. Mazzucco and an exclusive excerpt of helen 
barolini’s forthcoming Visits.

margherita Ganeri is Professor of Contemporary Italian literature at the university of Calabria 
(Italy). She has published widely on various topics related to Italian as well as Italian/american 
literature and Criticism.
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chiasmi international

Trilingual studies concerning the thought of Merleau-Ponty

edIted by renaud barbaraS (unIverSIté ParIS 1), 
Mauro Carbone (unIverSIté “Jean-MoulIn” lyon 3), 
leonard laWlor (PennSylvanIa State unIverSIty), 
FederICo leonI (unIverSItà deglI StudI dI MIlano), 
PIerre rodrIgo (unIverSIté de bourgogne, dIJon) 
et ted toadvIne (unIverSIty oF oregon)

eDitorial boarD 
rudolf bernet (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven), 
etienne bimbenet (Université “Jean-Moulin” Lyon 
3), Patrick burke (Seattle University), Wanderley 
Cardoso de oliveira (Universidade de São João 
del Rei, Minas Gerais), edward S. Casey (SUNY at 
Stony Brook), Jean-François Courtine (Université de 
Paris-Sorbonne), Simon Critchley (New School for 
Social Research), Pierre dalla vigna (università degli 
Studi di bologna), Françoise dastur (Université de 
Nice), Fred evans (Duquesne University), elio Franzini (Università degli Studi di Milano), 
Paolo gambazzi (Università degli Studi di Verona), Jacques garelli (Université d’Amiens), 
theodore geraets (University of Ottawa), koji hirose (Université de Tsukuba), giovanni 
Invitto (Università degli Studi di Lecce), dominique Janicaud (Université de Nice †), galen 
a. Johnson (University of Rhode Island), kwok-ying lau (The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong), enrica lisciani-Petrini (Università degli Studi di Salerno), Sandro Mancini (Università 
degli Studi di Palermo), Isabel Matos dias (Universidade de Lisboa), Shôichi Matsuba 
(Université de Kobeshi-kango), david Morris (Concordia University), Mario teodoro ramírez 
Cobián (Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hildalgo), emmanuel de Saint aubert 
(CNRS, Archives Husserl, E.N.S. Paris), Carlo Sini (Università degli Studi di Milano), hugh 
J. Silverman (SUNY at Stony Brook †), anthony J. Steinbock (Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale), Jacques taminiaux (Université Catholique de Louvain), bernhard Waldenfels 
(Ruhr-Universität Bochum), gail Weiss (George Washington University).
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1. Merleau-Ponty. The Contemporary Heritage, 1999, pp. 310, Isbn 9788887231496, 
 $ 23.00, £ 14.00, € 17,04

2. Merleau-Ponty. From Nature to Ontology, 2000, pp. 483, Isbn 9788887231694, 
 $ 31.00, £ 19.00, € 23,24

3. Merleau-Ponty. Non-Philosophy and Philosophy, 2001, pp. 414, Isbn 9788884830593, 
 $ 31.00, £ 19.00, € 23,00

4. Merleau-Ponty. Figures and Grounds of the Flesh, 2002, pp. 426, Isbn 9788884831033, 
$ 25.00, £ 15.00, € 19,00 

5. Merleau-Ponty. The Real and the Imaginary, 2003, pp. 357, Isbn 9788884831699, 
 $ 26.00, £16.00, € 20,00

6. Merleau-Ponty. Between Aesthetics and Psychoanalysis, 2004, pp. 397, 
 Isbn 9788884832832, $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

7. Merleau-Ponty. Life and Individuation, 2005, pp. 423, Isbn 9788884833273, 
 $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

8. Merleau-Ponty. Science and Philosophy, 2006, pp. 368, Isbn 9788884835024, 
 $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

9. Merleau-Ponty. Steven Holl: Architecture and Phenomenology, 2007, pp. 512, 
 Isbn 9788884836472, $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

10. Merleau-Ponty. Double Anniversary: Merleau-Ponty’s centennial, Chiasmi’s decennial. 
With an appendice by Judith butler, 2008, pp. 352, Isbn 9788884837790, 

 $ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

11. Merleau-Ponty. Thinking Without Dualism Today, 2009, pp. 498, Isbn 9788857500263, 
$ 30.00, £ 18.00, € 22,00

12. Merleau-Ponty. Philosophy and Moving Pictures, 2010, pp. 400, Isbn 9788857504278, 
$ 40.00, £ 25.00, € 30,00

13. Merleau-Ponty. Fifty Years After his Death, with an unpublished text by gilles deleuze, 2011, 
pp. 576, Isbn 9788857507613, $ 40.00, £ 25.00, € 30,00

14. Merleau-Ponty. Sciences, Images, Events, 2012, pp. 530, Isbn 9788857512778, 
 $ 40.00, £ 25.00, € 30,00

15. Merleau-Ponty. Existence, Diacritics, Animality, 2013, pp. 480, Isbn 9788857518633,  
$ 40.00, £ 25.00, € 30,00

16. Merleau-Ponty. Between Yesterday and Tomorrow, 2014, pp. 378, Isbn 9788857524993, 
$ 38.00, £ 23.00, € 28,00
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anthroPoloGY anD PhilosoPhY
vol. 11
edIted by MarIano l. bIanCa

Pages: 150
ISbn: 9788857528267
date: 2014/2015
Price: $ 16.50, £ 11.00, € 14,00

conservation science
in cUltUral heritaGe
edIted by Salvatore lo ruSSo

11  historical-technical journal, n. 11-2011,   
pp. 276, Isbn 9788857510781,

 $ 35.50, £ 20.50, € 26,00

12  historical-technical journal, n. 12-2012,  
pp. 336, Isbn 9788857516271,

 $ 35.50, £ 20.50, € 26,00

13  historical-technical journal, n. 13-2013,  
pp. 452, Isbn 9788857521855,

 $ 35.50, £ 20.50, € 26,00

cirPit revieW

3 CIrPIt revIeW - 3/2012, Isbn 9788857513751, 
 $ 18.00, £ 11.00, € 14,00

4 CIrPIt revIeW - 4/2013, Isbn 9788857517421, 
 $ 28.00, £ 17.00, € 22,00

5 CIrPIt revIeW - 5/2014, Isbn 9788857523774, 
 $ 19.00, £ 12.00, € 15,00
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